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Loading... Nuovo a partire da Usato da Formato Kindle Ti preghiamo di riprovare — — Copertina flessibile, April 6, 2012 — 7,30Â â'¬ Harden's book, besides being a poignant story, told impartially, carries a load of intelligence about this black hole of a country. Bill Keller, The New York Times The central character in Blaine Harden's extraordinary new book Escape from Camp 14
reveals more in 200 pages about human darkness in the ghastliest corner of the world's cruelest dictatorship than a thousand textbooks ever could... Escaping from Camp 14, the story of Shin's awakening, escape and new beginnings, is a riveting, remarkable book that should be required to read in every high school or college-civic class. Like The Diary of Anne Frank or Dith
Pran's account of his flight from Pol Pot's genocide in Cambodia, it's impossible to read this excruciatingly personal version of systemic monstrosities without fearing you might just swallow your own heart... Harden's wisdom as a writer shines on every page. - The Seattle Times A book without parallel, Escape from Camp 14 is a resounding nightmare that attests to the worst
inhumanity, an excruciating tragedy magnified by the fact that the horror continues right now without an end in sight. - Terry Hong, Christian Science MonitorAs you're a soul, you'll forever be changed by Blaine Harden's Escape from Harden masterfully allows us to know Shin, not as a giant, but as a man, struggling to understand what was done to him and what he was forced to
do to survive. In doing so, escaping from Camp 14 stands as a searing indictment of a depraved regime and a tribute to all who cling to their humanity in the face of evil. ---Mitchell Zuckoff, New York Times best-selling author of Lost in Shangri-La'n Remarkable Story, [Escaped from Camp 14] is a searing account of one man's incarceration and personal awakening in North
Korea's highest security prison. — The Wall Street JournalAs U.S. policymakers are wondering what changes might arise after the recent death of North Korean leader Kim Jong Il, this poignant book should raise awareness of the brutality that underscores this strange ground. Without interrupting the narrative, Harden skillfully weaves into details of North Korea's history, politics
and society, providing context for Shin's plight. – Associated PersAs an action story, is the story of Shin's and flees purely The Great Escape, full of accomplishments of desperate bravery and miraculous good fortune. As a human story, it's guts. if what he was made to endure, especially that he was forced to see his own family simply as competitors for food, was written in a
movie script, you'd think the writer was suffering. But perhaps most importantly the light is what book shines on an understudy issue, an issue the West can day for its inactivity. – The Daily Beast's Resounding New Biography... If you want a single perspective on what goes inside the rogue regime, then you should read [this] story. It's a harrowing tale of endurance and courage,
sometimes grim, but ultimately life-confirming. - CNNIn Escape from Camp 14, Harden chronicles Shin's incredible journey, from his very first memory - a public execution he saw as a 4-year-old - to his work with human rights advocacy groups in South Korea and the United States... By retelling Shin's counter-all-odds exodus, Harden casts a harsh light on a moral embarrassment
that existed 12 times longer than the Nazi concentration camps. Readers won't be able to forget Shin's boyish, liberated smile — the new face of freedom trumping oppression. — Will Lizlo, Minneapolis Star-TribuneHarden expertly inflicts thoughtful reports on the greater North Korean context in the more personal part of the narrative. Exactly and brightly, he fills us in on this
totalitarian state's workings, its international relations and its devastating famine ... This book packs a large wallop in its short 200 pages. The author sticks to the facts and avoids an emotionally exploitative tone — but those facts are more than enough to tear into our hearts, to make us seek more information and ask if there is no more than can be done to bring about change. –
Damien Kilby, The OregonianDit is a story unlike any other... More so than any other book on North Korea, including my own, Escaping from Camp 14 exposes the ferocity that is the underpimpence of Kim Jong Il's regime. Blaine Harden, a veteran foreign correspondent from The Washington Post, tells this story masterfully... The integrity of this book shines through on each page.
---Barbara Demick, author of Nothing to Envy: Ordinary Lives in North KoreaHarden tells a poignant story. Readers learn of Shin's gradual discovery of the world at large, non-insistent human relationships, literature and hope — and the struggles ahead. A book that all adults must read. –Library Journal (stellar review)With a protagonist born into a life of backbreaking labor,
cutthroat competitors, and an almost complete absence of human love, Harden's book reads like a dynamic thriller. But it's not fiction—it's the biography of Shin Dong-hyuk. – Publishers Weekly [A] chilling [and] remarkable story of salvation from a hidden country. – Kirkus ReviewsBy the extraordinary arc of Shin's life, Harden illuminates the North Korea that exists outside the
headlines and creates a moving proof of one man's struggle to retrieve his own lost humanity. ---Marcus Noland, co-author of Witness of Transformation: Refugee Insights into North KoreaBlaine Harden the Washington Post is an experienced reporter from other hellholes, like Congo, Serbia and Ethiopia. That, he makes it clear, is success stories compared to North Korea ...
Harden deserves much more than ; 'wow' for this terrifying, grim and, at the end, slightly hopeful story of a damaged man who was still alive only by chance, whose life, even in freedom, was terrible. -Literary ReviewMnr. Shin's story, at times painful to read, tells his physical and psychological journey of a lifetime of imprisonment in a closed and unfilting prison society to the joys
and challenges of living in a free society where he can live like a human being. ---Kongdan Oh, co-author of The Hidden People of North Korea: Everyday Life in the Hermit KingdomBaie good books will be published this year. This one is absolutely unique... Shin Dong-Hyuk is the only person born in a North Korean political camp to escape and defect. He told his story at length to
veteran foreign correspondent Blaine Harden, who wrote this extraordinary book... I'm not saying that there's an answer to the issues raised by this book. But there's a question. And the question is: High school students in America are debating why President Franklin D. Roosevelt didn't bomb the rail lines to Hitler's caps. Their children may ask, a generation from now on, why the
West is staring at much clearer satellite images of Kim Jong Il's camps and doing nothing. It's tough reading. Read it. – Don Graham, CEO of The Washington Post a Memorable Adventure Story, an upcoming memoir of the worst childhood imaginable. - Slate - Questo testo si riferisce alla hardcover edizione. FOREWORDSEOUL, SOUTH KOREAEarly in 2015, Shin Dong-hyuk
changed his story. He told me by phone that his life in the North Korean gulag differed from what he told government leaders, human rights activists and journalists like me. As his biographer, it was a stomach-wrecking revelation. It was news, too. In the nearly three years since Escape from Camp 14 was published, Shin has become the single most famous witness to North
Korea's ferocity towards its own people. He posed for photos with the U.S. Secretary of State, received human rights awards and traveled the world to appear like 60 Minutes on television news shows. His story helped launch an unprecedented United Nations investigation that accused North Korea's leaders of crimes against humanity. When I got off the phone with Shin, I
contacted the Washington Post (for which I first wrote about him) and released everything I knew about his revised story then. Then I flew to Seoul, where Shin lives, to find out more. This foreword explains what I learned. In two weeks of talks, Shin was less mysterious and more talkative than he ever did during long rounds of interviews with me dating back to 2008. He was
relieved to correct a story he felt had become a kind of prison. Shin told me that when he defected to South Africa In 2006, he made a panicked, shame-driven decision to conceal and reorder pivotal episodes of his life in the gulag. He hid his role in the performance of his mother and brother. He omitted a singularly painful session of torture that crushed his faith in himself. He did
not mention living most of his youth in a political prison that was not Camp 14. He told this account of his life to interrogations of South Korean intelligence and the U.S. military. He then repeated the narrative for nearly nine years, rarely changing a single detail. Shin told me he was now determined to tell the truth. Unfortunately, he's told me that before. It seems prudent to expect
more revisions. Other survivors of the camps are angry with Shin, accusing him of undermining their truth and weakening the international campaign to pressure North Korea to shut down the gulag. In assessing Shin's credibility and the changes in his story, it's important to know that he has several scars consistent with extreme torture.1 Trauma victims like him tend to struggle
with the truth, especially in the linear narrative form that journalists, judges, and policymakers are best able to understand. The memories of trauma victims are often fragmented and out of sequence,2 and the stories they tell may be shields behind which they try to hide. The most true narratives of going through political violence are never entirely coherent or finalized, said Dr.
Stevan M. Weine, a specialist on the impact of political violence and a professor of psychiatry at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He treated trauma and studied trauma victims from Bosnia, Kosovo, Central Asia and Africa. In between conversations with Shin in Seoel, I telephonically and told him about Shin's evolving story. When someone goes through profound trauma and I
don't hear a disgruntled story, I'm suspicious, he said. Shin appears to have been exposed to prolonged and repeated torture. We can expect it to have a huge impact on every aspect of who he is, on his memory, his emotional regulation, his ability to relate to others, his willingness to trust, his sense of place in the world, and the way he gives his testimony. In Escaping from Camp
14, I wrote that there was no way to check many parts of Shin's story because North Korea is largely closed to the outside world and it denies that political labor camps exist. But other gulag survivors told me Shin knew things only an insider could know. Human rights investigators who have spoken to numerous camp survivors have his testimony credible and pres. When this book
appeared, Shin already had a became primary source for major reports on the North Korean gulag. Yet, as I emphasized in the book, I was worried about his capacity for truth. I wrote that he repeatedly lied to me. Two chapters in Escape Out 14 puts him on hold as an unreliable narrator of his own life. In retrospect, I should have done more to examine the psychological
dimensions of his relationship to the truth. It would have prepared me for what Shin disclosed in 2015, more than six years after we met and started working on the manuscript.-The story Shin is now telling is considerably more complex — and in some ways more disturbing — than the one he told upon his arrival in South Korea in 2006. In the new version, he escaped to China
twice, not once. Living in two bordering political prison camps, not just Camp 14.In his revised story, Shin said he was born in Camp 14, a total control zone, but when he moved six or seven the border from that camp. His hometown, he said, was then incorporated into Camp 18, the slightly less brutal prison next door. North Korean government records appear to support its new
version, but don't prove it conclusive, as I'll explain below. In any case, all the available evidence suggests he was born and raised in a political prison. In Escape from Camp 14, Shin said that when he was a little boy in the camp, he lived among children and adults destined to be worked to death as slaves without any possibility of release. As such, they were not allowed to see
photos of Great Leader Kim Il Sung or Dear Leader Kim Jong Il. But when his town turned part of Camp 18, Shin said his status improved marginally. The food was no better; indeed, he said, there was less of it. Another Camp 18 survivor confirmed this irony and says because Camp had 14 better farms, it always had slightly more food. In Camp 18, Shin saw photos of the Kims.
He was also first issued the uniform of a North Korean school pupil. While public executions for attempted escape were common in Camp 18, Shin said that as he grew up, prisoners with food coupons were paid for their work and over time, some were released and allowed to become ordinary residents of North Korea. These revisions in his story, while significant, do not change
the evidence of torture on Shin's body. Indeed, he now says he was more comprehensively tortured by jailers than he had previously been willing to admit. In addition to being burned over a fire and hung by handcouts from his ankles, which he described earlier, he said guards used plant to rip out his fingernails. Scars on his hands and the partial amputation of one finger support
the claim. Shin's body shows more scars from torture than any camp survivor I know who came to South Korea, and I've met almost all of them, said Ahn Myeong Chul, a former North Korean jailer who worked for the National for seven years worked, known as the Bowibu, the feared political police force that runs the country's most notorious prisons, said. , including Camp 14.
Ahn is now executive director of NK Watch, a human human group in Seoel, and knows Shin well. The scars prove to me that Shin was tortured at a Bowibu detention center, said Ahn, who sees Shin's scars as signature work of his previous employer. Shin buried his memory of fingernail torture — and kept it out of the world for nearly a decade — because he said it was
excruciant, physically and psychologically. I couldn't handle it, he said. I tried to screw up my fingers so they could no longer pull out fingernails. Shin said it infested the guards, who stuck out Metcibly straight the middle finger on his right hand and smashed the end of it with some sort of club. The blow effectively amputated the finger up to the first knuckle. Previously, Shin said
that guards cut off that part of his finger with a knife, as punishment for dropping a sewing machine in a camp uniform factory. But he now says he made up that story because he was embarrassed by how he was broken by torture. In 2010, Shin admitted to me that when he first arrived in South Korea, he concealed how his mother and brother were caught — and later executed —
for planning an escape from prison camp. They were caught, he told me, because he betrayed their plans for a guard. An extensive version of that betrayal appeared in Escape from Camp 14.In our new round of interviews, Shin changed the story again, saying his role in the executions was more shameful than he could bear to admit. I was jealous of my brother because my mom
liked him more than me, he said. My mom never liked me much. She beat me a lot more than my brother. She never paid attention to my birthday. Shin said that in 1996, after clipping to a guard over the escape plans of his mother and brother, he put his thumbprint on a police statement he knew was false. It said that he saw his mother and brother commit a murder. Shin said the
document, which a guard asked him to sign, was important evidence for the execution. Shin was fifteen at the time, according to a North Korean government listing of his date of birth, which says he was born on November 19, 1980. (Shin now says he's not sure what year he was born, but that his father told him it was 1982.) Shin also acknowledged that there were some fictional
elements in his former narrative. He did not live in a student residence in Camp 14 when he was a teenager; he lived with his father in Camp 18. During his second trip to the Chinese border, he was not shocked to see North Koreans shopping in street markets. He had previously seen them during his first flight to China. He said he changed dates and places for great
opportunities, such as the age at which he was tortured; he was twenty-one, not fourteen. He has the whereabouts of the execution of mother and brother change. It occurred at an execution site along the Taedong River in Camp 18, not on the other side of that at an execution site in Camp 14.When Shin began telling his story to South Korean intelligence, to human rights
investigators, and to the world's press, he said he had no idea these details would be considered important later. He didn't know what fiction or nonfiction was. He has never read a book. He said he only learned the concept of nonfiction when I told him that's what I had to write. Shin said he had a lot to be ashamed of and even more to hide when powerful people in South Korea
began asking him questions. So he formed his answers to serve his needs, not those of government inquiries, or human rights organizations, or journalists like me. As I explained, trauma experts don't see anything unusual in this. What's unusual is that his story made him an international celebrity.—Some key elements of Shin's revised story were unintentionally confirmed by
North Korea itself, in press releases, statements at the United Nations, and two propaganda videos released in the fall of 2014.That's when the government in Pyongyang, in a furious push to derail criticism of its human rights record , zeroing in on Shin, attacking him repeatedly by name and describing him as scum and a parasite. In the process, North Korea confirmed that Shin's
mother and brother were executed in 1996 for premeditated murder with serious consequences, saying Shin played a role in their punishment. A press release from North Korea's U.N. mission in New York said Shin had indeed escaped twice to China.3 Between escapees, the release said Shin failed to show genuine regrets and made no attempt to redeem his crime. North Korea
and witnesses who showcased it in its videos also accused Shin of being a criminal, a pigeon who fled the country after raping a thirteen-year-old girl. He categorically denies any rape, but admits he stalked clothes and food while traveling across North Korea during his escapees to China. North Korea has not presented evidence that Shin has arrested or tried for rape, but says he
fled to China after committing his crime. North Korea's videos explained Shin's scars as a result of several mining accidents and a childhood accident that dumped hot dog food on his lower back when he was two. In one government released video, 4 Shin was stunned to see his father, Shin Gyung Sub, who he thought was dead. The father insists in the video that neither he nor
his son has ever lived in a so-called political prison camp. But the father himself also undermines that claim. He says that Shin was a young boy in the town of Pongchang, who was within the confines of a political prison at the time.5North Korean records appear to support Shin's contention that he was born in a of Camp 14 recorded in Camp 18 when he was six or seven. The
shift in administrative boundaries has according to records located by Curtis Melvin, a researcher for the U.S.-Korea Institute at Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies.Based on the limited information in these records, Melvin said Shin's story about being born and living as a small child in Camp 14 is credible. Researchers at two respected human
rights groups in Seoel share this assessment.6 But records do not explicitly delineate camp borders. Instead, they show that Shin's home area was part of Kaechon County, where Camp 14 is located, until 1984. Then it came under the jurisdiction of Pukchang County, which administered Camp 18.Ahn, the former jailer, said it would have taken control of Shin's home area two or
three years after the official change of county boundaries in 1984 before political police in Camp 14 handed control of Shin's home area to the less restrictive regular police camp 18 ran Ahn believes that at that time Shin was likely to live in conditions like those described in Escape from Camp 14. Shin probably grew up until he was six or seven as a very limited inmate, Ahn said.
He and other human rights groups say more research is needed to determine with certainty whether Shin was indeed born in Camp 14. Yet by his father's videotaped admission, Shin was a child inside Camp 18 and lived just 1.3 miles from the boundaries of Camp 14. After North Korea attacked Shin by name in late autumn 2014, the security authorities in South Korea began
providing him with twenty-four hours police protection. North Korea has sent assassinations to Seoul in the past to try to kill high-visibility defectors.-Before Shin arrived in South Korea for the first time in 2006, he said he spent several months in Shanghai, waiting inside the South Korean consulate for clearance to travel to Seoul. He learned from consulate staff that he would have
to give a version of his life to South Korea's National Intelligence Service. Hearing about the upcoming questioning, he was scared and said he began formulating a seited version of his life story. It omitted fingernail torture and his role in carrying his mother and brother. It was a way to streamline my story; it just happened, he told me. In China, I never wrote anything down, just
worked it out in my head. After composing this script, Shin stuck to it during weeks of questioning by South Korean intelligence. Matthew E. McMahon, then an interrogator with U.S. Army intelligence, also questioned Shin, recalling that he looked severely traumatised. But McMahon also said that the story he heard from Shin was remarkably consistent with what he would say over
and over in future interviews. While the stories of many tend to change over time, Shin's didn't. He kept it straight by writing it down as soon as he could. He so in the Seoul offices of the Database Center for North Korean Human Rights, which gave him office space, a place to live, and two years of psychotherapy. It was Shin's idea to write his book, and he did it himself. We just
corrected the spelling and grammar, said Alice Sunyoung Choi, director of international communications for the Database Center, which published the Korean-language memoir in 2007, just a year after arriving in South Korea. Afterward, Shin often instructed curious reporters to read my book. His one significant change in the script was with me in 2010 when we were winding up
interviews for this book. He told me that he wasn't honest about the reasons for the executions of his mother and brother. When Shin made this admission, I asked him what he was lying about. He then claimed that there was nothing else. But now he says he was on the brink of dumping his long-suppressed secrets. I started telling you the truth, but I just stopped, he said. It was
too painful. There were parts I couldn't stand remembering. At that point, I made up my mind not to tell anyone the truth. I would have covered it forever if my dad hadn't appeared in the video. — When the video was posted to YouTube in October 2014, Shin struggled to suppress his alarm. For a while, he succeeded. From my home in Seattle, I reached him and asked him to
explain what was going on. Why has his father said that he and Shin have never been in a political prison? Shin said his father was under pressure to lie (which seems likely) and that he was worried about what North Korea would do to him next. To explain himself, Shin (with my editing help) wrote an op-ed for the Washington Post.7 In it, he asked North Korea to let him see his
father, while insisting he would not be silenced. Shin said the same thing in a meeting with the editorial board of the New York Times.8The video, meanwhile, angered Camp 18 survivors in Seoel. They began grumbling and privately accusing Shin of being a liar. Among the survivors was Kim Hye Sook, who spent twenty-eight years in Camp 18 before being released in 2009 and
found her way to South Korea. Like Shin, she testified around the world and wrote a book about her life. Kim, who is sixty-two, recognized Shin's father in the video, as well as his uncle, who also appeared in it. She said she knew Shin's mother, having attended years of political reeducation meetings with her in the camp. Kim also recalled watching the 1996 execution of Shin's
mother and brother. (She says both were shot; Shin says only his brother was shot and his mother was hanged.) The North Korean video has Kim's long-watched suspicion that Shin grew up in Camp 18. When she and Shin made joint appearances for human rights events, she felt Shin avoided talking to her about Life. She found his behaviour suspicious. After seeing the video,
she was furious. She now says she can't believe anything he says. He gave North Koreans an excuse to say we are all liars and to deny his human rights abuses, she said. Now, when I come forward with my story, someone can be suspicious of me. I have to watch my back. A few days after the video of his father appearing went to see Shin Ahn, the former jailer and human
rights activist he considered his big brother. Shin admitted he lived in Camp 18 and concluded that other parts of his story were not accurate. According to both men, Ahn advised Shin to wait a while before going public. He said they should remain silent until after the UN Security Council considered a General Assembly resolution that referred North Korea to the International
Criminal Court on charges of crimes against humanity. The Security Council debate took place in December 2014, with no action taken.-As Shin tells it now, he escaped Camp 18 twice, once in the spring of 1999 and again in the late winter of 2000, crawling both times under the same section of electric fence. He barely felt any tension in the fence the first time and none the
second. By the late 1990s, parts of Camp 18 were far less restrictive than in previous decades, and some areas were poorly guarded, according to Kim Hye Sook and the testimony of others who lived in the camp. The first escape, Shin said, was suggested by his father, who gave his eighteen-year-old son a letter saying to him to go to the home of Shin's aunt in Mundok County, a
journey of about thirty miles. According to Shin, it took him two weeks to find the spot, and when he arrived, camp guards waited for him. They brought him back to Camp 18 and sent him to a detention center near the Taedong River, where he forced labor, including work at a nearby hydroelectric dam (as described in Escape from Camp 14). After about a year and a half, he said,
he escaped again. This time, he made it to China (as North Korea admits) and worked there for four months to cut trees before local police caught him. North Korea says Shin was repatriated from China and transferred to our law enforcement agencies in 2002. Shin said the date was 2001.Guards took him back to Camp 18 again and allowed him to see his father one last time. A
description of this final and sullen leave-taking takes place in Escape from Camp 14, although the location and timeframe differ from the one Shin now described. After seeing his father, Shin said he was driven across the Taedong River to a detention and torture facility within Camp 14.Shin tracked the building for me on Google Earth. He the same building detected for a 2012
interview with 60 Minutes. It appears to be surrounded by a high wall and resembles a National Security Agency facility, facility, to Ahn, the former guard who said he saw similar buildings at four political prison camps. The location in Camp 14 that Shin pinned as the location of his torture is clearly a detention center, Ahn said. It's the most horrible place in the camp. There is
usually a basement room used for torture. When a camp is closed, these are the first places that blow up guards to remove evidence. After about a month of torture (Shin lost track of time), he spent six months in a detention center cell, where he said an elderly inmate helped him recover. Shin said he was then released into the general camp population. For the next three years
he worked in a mine, on a farm, and then in a uniform factory. Much of this, he said, is as described in Escape from Camp 14.Shin's knowledge of the camp's geography and the function of its many buildings has impressed several human rights investigators. We can only tell you that we're sure he was in Camp 14 because of the things he knew about the operation of the camp
and his knowledge of construction projects in it, said Alice Sunyoung Choi of the Database Center in Seoel. (His knowledge of Camp 18's geography and its buildings also squares with that of longtime resident Kim Hye Sook.) Shin maintains that his January 2005 escape from Camp 14 occurred as described in this book, noting that the extraordinary scars on his legs were caused
by that camp's high-voltage electric fence. But some details of his escape differ from what he previously said: He was motivated to escape, he says now, because he was informed he was scheduled to be executed in February of that year. He also said he wasn't nearly as naïve as he had earlier claimed to have been around the world outside the camp's fence. There are no
witnesses to confirm any of this, and some Camp 18 survivors, including Kim Hye Sook, said Shin could not have escaped Camp 14 and made it all the way to China as no one else is known to have done so. One Camp 18 survivor (who declined to grant interviews) told human rights activists that the inmate Shin claimed was his accomplice in escaping Camp 14 actually died
elsewhere in a mining accident. Ahn also has questions. I can understand that he might get out of camp because guards aren't always on alert, he said. But his escape would have created a warning. How could he pass the security points in North Korea? How come no one caught him in the train station? Shin said security forces looked at him in 2005, but he knew how to travel
anonymously over North Korea because he had done so before, having used the same escape route in 2001. Until more evidence emerges, it is his story stands, with Shin turning into China in 2005.-Experts knew with certainty about the scale of suffering in the North Korean gulag since at least 2003, 2003, eyewitness testimony was correlated with satellite photos. Since then, as
satellite images have been refined, there has been a flood of reports, white papers, and commission findings. Many camp survivors have accounted for murder, rape, beatings, torture, slave labor and starvation. But for much of the past decade, the general public, especially in the United States, has barely noticed. It's not an anomaly. The suffering of a totalitarian state secretly
inflicted on its own people is historically difficult for non-expired outsiders to understand or care. What can change public perception is a powerful story about one individual. Consider Stalin's gulag. The Western world turned its attention to labour camps in the former Soviet Union only after the publication of One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, a short novel based on Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn's eight years in the gulag. Spare, quick to read, and emotionally explosive, the book became the single most searing charge of the gulag, even though it appeared in 1962, nine years after Stalin died and the camps began closing. Shiny, of course, is no Solzhenitsyn. He is not a poet, a journalist or a historian. Raised in a dysfunctional family in a secret prison,
severely educated, and tortured, he is a defiant eyewitness to the savagery of the world's last totalitarian state. As he has often said of himself, he is an animal that slowly learns how to be a human being. It is not his fault that he became known worldwide during that learning process. I am accountable for that, along with many other journalists and human rights groups. It's our
business to grab the attention of a mass audience and focus it on horror in distant places. We know how to do it: tell a human story, crushing and short. Shin's life is such a story. It's not fiction. It's journalism and history built around one young man's memory, as reflected through a collapsed scheme to hide from trauma, torture and shame. It should now be read in light of
everything Shin is willing to acknowledge and correct. As such, it reveals the depravity that North Korea continues to deny. PREFACEA TEACHABLE MOMENTHis first memory is an execution. He walked with his mother to a wheat field near the Taedong River, where guards rounded up several thousand prisoners. Excitedly across the crowd, the boy crawled between adult legs
to the front row, where he saw guards holding a man to a wooden pole. Shin In Geun was four years old, too young to understand the speech that came before that murder. At dozens of executions in years to come, he would listen to a supervisory guard who told the crowd that the inmate was about to die by hard labor redemption was offered but had the generosity of the North
Korean government To prevent the inmate from cursing the state that was about to take his life, guards stuffed in his mouth, then cover his head with a hood. On that first execution, Shin watched three guards aim. Each fired three times. The reports of their guns terrified the boy and he fell backwards. But he scrambled to his feet in time to see guards tie a limp, blood-slated body,
wrap it in a blanket and heavy it into a cart. In Camp 14, a prison for the political enemies of North Korea, parishions of more than two prisoners were banned except for executions. Everyone had to attend. The labour camp used a public murder — and the fear it generated — as a teachable moment. Shin's watchmans in the camp were his teachers — and his breeders. They
chose his mother and father. They taught him that prisoners who break camp rules deserve death. On a hill near his school, a slogan was posted: ALL ACCORDING TO THE RULES AND REGULATIONS. The boy memorized the camp's ten rules, The Ten Commandments, as he later called them, and can still set them aside by heart. The first one said: Anyone caught escaping
will be shot immediately. — Ten years after that first execution, Shin returned to the same field. Once again, guards rounded up a large crowd. Once again, a wooden pole was beaten into the ground. A makeshift gallows were also built. Shin arrived this time in the backseat of a car driven by a guard. He was wearing handcloths and a blindfold from a rag. His father, also
handcuffed and blindfolded, was sitting next to him in the car. They were released from eight months in an underground prison inside Camp 14. As a condition of their release, they signed documents promising never to discuss what happened to them underground. In that prison inside a prison, guards tried to torture a confession out of Shin and his father. They wanted to know
about the failed escape of Shin's mother and only brother. Guards stripped Shin, tied ropes to his ankles and wrists and suspended him from a hook in the ceiling. They lowered him over a fire. He went out when his flesh began burning. But he didn't confess anything. He had nothing to confess. He disagreed with his mother and brother to escape. He believed which guards had
taught him in camp since his birth: He could never escape and he should inform about anyone talking about trying. Not even in his dreams did Shin fann about life on the outside. Guards never taught him what every North Korean schoolboy teaches: Americans are bastards who plan to penetrate and humiliate the homeland. South Korea is the bitch of its U.S. master. North Korea
is a great country whose brave and brilliant leaders are the envy of the world. Indeed, he knew nothing about the existence of South Korea, China or the United States. Unlike compatriots, he didn't grow up with the ubiquitous photo of his Dear Leader, as Kim Jong Il was called. Nor did he see photos or Of Kim's father, Kim Il Sung, the Great Leader who founded North Korea and
who remains the country's Eternal President, despite his death in 1994.Although he was not important enough for brainwashing, Shin was schooled to inform on his family and on his classmates. He won food as a reward and joined guards in beating children he betrayed. His classmates, in turn, tipped on him and beat him.—When a guard removed his blindfold, when he saw the
crowd, the wooden pole and the gallows, Shin believed he was about to be executed. However, no pebbles were forced into his mouth. His handc? A guard led him to the front of the crowd. He and his father would be spectators. Guards dragged a middle-aged woman to the gallows and tied a young man to the wooden pole. They were Shin's mother and his older brother. A guard
tightened a sneer around his mother's neck. She tried to catch his eye. He looks away. After she stopped turning at the end of the rope, Shin's brother was shot by three guards. Each fired three times. As he watched them die, Shin was relieved it wasn't him. He was angry with his mother and brother for planning an escape. Although he didn't want to admit it to anyone for fifteen
years, he knew he was responsible for their executions. INTRODUCTIONNEVER heard THE WORD LOVENege year after his mother's hanging, Shin s scored through an electric fence and ran off through the snow. It was January 2, 2005. Before then, no one born in a North Korean political prison camp ever escaped. As far as can be fixed, Shin is still the only one to do so. He
was twenty-three years old and didn't know anyone outside the fence. Within a month, he walked into China. Within two years, he lived in South Korea. Four years later, he lived in Southern California and was a senior ambassador to Liberty in North Korea (LiNK), a U.N. human rights group. In California, he drove his bike to work, followed the Cleveland Indians (because of their
South Korean snail, Shin-so Choo), and gave two or three times a week at In-N-Out Burger, which he considered the world's best citizen. His name is now Shin Dong-hyuk.* He changed that after arriving in South Korea, an attempt to reinvent himself as a free man. He's attractive, with quick, careful eyes. A Los Angeles dentist did work on his teeth, which he couldn't brush in
camp. His overall physical health is excellent. However, his body is a road map of the hardships of growing up in a labor camp that the North Korean government insists on not existing. -- Questo testo si riferisce alla hardcover edizione. edizione.
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